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On the Fixed Point Algebra of a UHF Algebra
under a Periodic Automorphism of Product Type

By

Akitaka KlSHIMOTO*

Abstract

We study the fixed point algebra &" of a UHF algebra 21 under a periodic auto-
morphism a of product type. We show an example of $la which is simple and has more
than two tracial states and we characterize the case where 91* has only one tracial state.
Next we show that $iff is a UHF algebra if and only if 21 is generated by an infinite
family of mutually commuting a-invariant type IP subfactors whose fixed point algebras
are abelian and by a UHF subalgebra of 21" which commutes with the former (where p
denotes the period of a).

§ 1. Introduction

E. Stermer [7] showed that the even CAR algebra is isomorphic

to the CAR algebra itself. The CAR algebra is the UHF algebra of

type (2n) and the even CAR algebra is the fixed point algebra of the

CAR algebra under a specific periodic automorphism with period 2.

In this note we study the fixed point algebra 3la of a UHF algebra

51 under a periodic automorphism OL of product type with period p, where

a is of product type if 3( is the C*-tensor product of finite type I factors

2In and a is the product of o^GEAutSSt,,. The case studied by Stermer

corresponds to p — 2 and 9ln of type I2. In general §Ia is not necessarily

a UHF algebra. In Theorem 4. 4, we give several equivalent conditions

that 9la is a UHF algebra. In particular, this is the case if and only

if (2J, a) is isomorphic to (9i0(X)8tp, C®ap) where 310 is a UHF algebra,

C is the identity map and (2lp, ap) is the following specific example:

Let M be the full pXp matrix algebra and £y(i, j = l, '-',p) its

matrix units. Let a be the periodic automorphism of M with period p

implemented by the unitary ex.-p(2nip~l2kekk). We let 2L be the C*-
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tensor product of countably infinite copies of M and (X.p the corresponding

product automorphism of OL.

The other main result in this note is the characterization of the

case where 2Ia has a unique tracial state, given in Theorem 3. 10. One

of the characterizations is that 2I1* contains sufficiently large UHF subal-

gebras in the following sense: For any £^>0 there exist a projection e

of 21a with r(e)>l —e, a UHF subalgebra 33 with e as identity and

a sequence {en} of projections of S3 with r(O~~>^(^) as n~>0° such

that any x of 21a has a sequence {.rn}cS3 satisfying \enxen~xn\—>0

as ft—>oo, where r is the unique tracial state of SI.

It has been shown in [6] that 2Ia is simple if and only if the

invariant F (OL) is equal to Zp^Z/pZ.

The three situations for 21" mentioned above have the following

mutual relations: If 21a has a unique trace, then 31a is simple (c.f.

[6, Th. 2]) but the converse does not hold as is shown in Remark

3. 12. If 31" is a UHF algebra, 21* has the unique trace, as is well

known, but the converse does not hold (see Remark 4. 5).

§ 2. Invariant F(d)

Let G be a compact abelian group and let (21 ,̂ G, <2(ri)) be a sequence

of C*-dynamical systems, i.e. 2ln is a C*-algebra with 1 and a(n} is a

continuous homomorphism of G into Aut 21 .̂ Let 21 be the infinite

C*-tensor product of 2In, 7X = 1, 2, • • - , and let o:g be the automorphism

(g)a,(B> of 21 for each geG. Then (21, G, a) is a C*-dynamical system.

The F (pi) is defined to be the intersection of Sp(<2|S3) where S3 runs

over all non-zero a-invariant hereditary C*-subalgebras of 21 [5].

For each t^G let Nt be the set consisting of n such that Sp£KCn) ~Bt.

Let H be the set of t such that the cardinality of Nt is infinite.

Lemma 2. 1. F (a) contains the subgroup generated by H.

Proof. Let x be a positive element of 2la with \\x\\ =1. Then there

are a positive integer n and a positive element XQ of ((8)in2tm)a with

||.TO 11=1 and \x — xQ\<^2~1. For any non-zero ye®n+i2ITO, xyx does not
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vanish since ||xyx||:>||xQyxQ\\ - \\xQyxQ~xyx\\ = \\y\\ — \xQyx,-xyx\\ ^>||y\\

-2\\x-xQ\\\\y\\>0. Thus Sp(ak2ir) contains Sp((X)~+1a(m)), in partic-

ular the subgroup generated by H. Now it is easy to complete the

proof (c.f. Lemma 4.1 in [4]).

In the following sections we take as 2ln a finite type I factor. The

existence of minimal projections of (X)in2lm in (®1
n^im)a for any ?z<oo

obviously implies

Proposition 20 2* F (a) is the subgroup generated by H -when

XHn are finite type I factors,

In addition we remark that F (a) is a closed subgroup of G in

general [5].

§ 30 Fixed Point Algebra

Let §[n be a finite type Idn factor (dn^2) and let an be a periodic

automorphism of 2In satisfying an
p = C where c is the trivial automorphism

and p is a fixed positive integer. Then there exist matrix units etj- of

2ln and a function (pn on 3Cn= {1, 2, • • • , dn} into Zp = Z/pZ such that

an is implemented by the unitary QyL^\^I3'i2np~l(pn(j)ef}~\ where cpn(j} is

any representative in Z of class <^n(j)eZp.

Let 21 be the infinite C*-tensor product of 21 ,̂ 72 — 1, 2, • • • , and a

be the corresponding product automorphism of an. Then a is, of course,

a periodic automorphism of the UHF algebra 21 such that ap = C. Now

we assume that a has period p and we want to describe the fixed point

algebra which is an AF algebra [1, Lemma 5. 3].

Let 2t(»)=(g)r2lm and let 2l(0)=C-l. Then 21 (n)a is the direct

sum of at most p finite type / factors. We construct each factor by the

following procedure [1, Lemma 5.2]: Fix t^Zp and set

St(n)={(i,f) e77-1-Sf»x77-l»3f»;i:1>m(O =2fa(jJ =t}.

For each (i,j)^St(n) let e(i,fi=e%lle%it-e^. Then {e(i,j}} forms

matrix units of a finite type / subfactor of 21 (n)a which we denote by

Mn.t. Then
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K(nY=@Mn.t.
t<=zp

The embedding of $1 (n)a into Mn+lit is as follows:

©Mn , t_^ l V )= ®ns-Mn,t-s
3=1 s<=Zp

where ns denotes the multiplicity of Mnit-g in Mn+lit: the number of

{j'-<pn+i(j) — s} • We know that 2la is generated by the increasing se-

quence $l(n)a.

Let xn(n = Q, 1, 2, • • • ) be a random variable with values in Zp such

that xn~t occurs with probability nt/dn+l9 i.e. P(xn = t) = nt/dn.rl. Sup-

pose that the family {xn} are mutually independent. For ;TZ<^#, let

Denoting by F (a) the invariant P of the action of Zp on 21 by

t<^Zp-^a\ we can easily show on the basis of Proposition 2. 2, the follow-

ing:

Proposition 3. 1. r(a) =ZP holds if and only if for any positive

integer m and any t^Zp there exists an n>jn such that P(S(m,n)

Now we consider a stronger condition on {xn}:

Condition 3. 2. For each positive integer m, S(m, n) converges in

distribution, as n-*ooy to a random variable zvhich takes each value

with equal probability, i.e. Km P(S(m, 11) — t) =p~l for any

In other words the condition is satisfied if and only if for any non-

zero t^Zp and any positive integer m,

lim <exp i2np~1tS(m, n))= lim JJ <exP i2np~ltxj) = 0
n m

where <^ • )> denotes the mean.

Proposition 3. 3, If {t^Zp\In^Ntdn~
1 = oo} generates Zp, then Con-
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dition 3. 2 is satisfied (where Nt is defined in section 2). In particular if

F(a)=Zp and {dn} is bounded, then Condition 3.2 is satisfied.

Proof. Let t^Zp be non-zero. Then there is an s e Zp with

such that £n^Nsdn~
1 = &3. Then

T Ji 0,7 -in ,7-Wi 27rMV2
<1 — 2a7- (1 — a,- ) 1 —cos — U
I \ / > / )

r / o_\ ^

^n
where the products are taken over {j'e Ns\m<Lj<^n}. The right hand

side converges to zero as ft—>oo if and only if £i(=Nsdj~1 = oo. Q.E.D.

Before going into discussions of our main result in this section we

first show that Condition 3. 2 does not depend on the choice of (2ln, an),

?z = l, 2, • • • . Let 35(ft) be an increasing sequence of CX,-invariant finite

type I subfactors of 21 such that 21 —U 33(ft). Then we have

Proposition 3, 4. Let 21 = U 21 («) =U 33 (ft) 6e as

there is an automorphism 6 of 21 wz^/z 6°a = a°6 such that for every

positive integer n there exists a positive integer m such that

0 (SB (ft) ) C 21 (m) and 21 (ft) C 6 (35 (w)).

The proposition implies that {xn} defined through 21 (ft) satisfies

Condition 3. 2 if and only if {xn} defined through 33 (ft) satisfies Condition

3. 2. Thus we have our assertion.

The proof of Proposition 3. 4 is the same as that of Lemma 2. 6

in [1] if we show that the unitaries ut and vt there can be chosen in

2la. This will be easily shown if we prove the following lemma cor-

responding to Lemma 2. 3 in [1].

Lemma 3. 5, Let 33 be an a-invariant finite-dimensional sub-

algebra of 21 such that a|33 is inner. Then for all £>0 there exist a

unitary operator «e2la and a positive integer n such that \u —1||<£

and
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Proof. We may assume leS3. By applying Lemma 2. 3 of [1] to

(n)a and 33a we may assume that 33*C21 (TZO)a for some rc0. Let

?.! be matrix units for 35 such that (ffff$?=8H8jpfff>,fff =/#>* and)

= exp{i(<pk(i) — (/jk(j))l//^ with suitable functions (f>k(k = I, •-, m).

Then for any 5>0 we can find an integer n>nQ and a family {Q$} of

matrix units in 21 (n) such that \\fffi — Q$\\<d and/^ =g{?) (c.f. Lemma

1.10 of [2]). Let

6-1

1 = 0

Then o;f*>e3l(«)

=^gijk} and \\fiP —g'ij^ 11 <<J. If 5 is sufficiently small, the partial isometry eff

obtained from the polar decomposition of (/^fe), which is an element of 3100?

satisfies a(^5 ))=exp{/(0 fc(0-0*C/))}^ (/ ) and ||/#> - e f f \ \ <e. Let «-

StSjefffiP. Then 2^ satisfies the above conditions. Q.E.D,

Let r be the unique tracial state of 21 and let (7Tr, %, j?r) be the

GNS representation of 21 associated with r. Let a be the automorphism

of the factor Af=7Tr(2l)" such that ao7Tr = 7Tr°a. Then it is shown by Con-

nes [2, Th. 2. 4. 1] that Mu is a factor if and only if r (a) =Spa( = Zp).

Since J2r is separating, Ma is isomorphic to Afa|[AfaflJ. Thus, as ^kf"

= 7Tr(2la)", we have:

Lemma 3.6. jLe£ (M =^(31)", a) Z?^ as above. Then r zs

factor state of 2la £/" a^J o^/y z/* F (a) =ZP.

Since 7Tr is faithful, we have that r(S|7rr(2l)) =r(a). Let S be

a non-zero a-invariant hereditary C*-subalgebra of 7Tr(2l). Then there

is a projection £ of Ma such that tfAfe is the weak closure SS of 53

(c.f. [5]). Since Sp(S|») =Sp(a|») the definitions of F (a) and F (a)

imply:

Lemma 3. 7. F (a) c T (a) .

Let C(Zp) be the space of real valued functions on Zp. Let Tn

and 2V(w = l, 2, •••) be the linear transformations on C(ZP) defined by
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J} (t) =dn-
lZ«J»=1

Then we have

SlSz,(Trf) (i)g(t) =

Lemma 3* 8- There exists a one-to-one correspondence betzveen

the set of all t racial positive linear functionals r' of^La and the set of

all sequences {/n}^0 of positive functions o f C ( Z p ) satisfying Tnfn=fn-1

(n — 1, 2, • • • ) » where the correspondence is given by

(3.1) AW=n^-r'(/ t°
l ))

1

for Mn<t=^(0) with ft
(n) being any minimal projection of Mn,t. Fur-

thermore r' (1) — /o(0) holds for any pair r' and ifn} 'which satisfy

(3. 1) and there exists a constant M such that Ifnl^^M for any n

a?id for any |/n} satisfying the above condition and /*0(0) =1.

Proof. Since r'(/i(7l)) does not depend on the choice of ft
(n) by the

property of the trace on Mn,t, the mapping r' ^>{fn(t); Mnit^=(0)} defined

by (3-1) is well-defined. The component of a projection J^(7l~1}^0 in

MHtt+s is the sum of ;/s orthogonal minimal projections of MUit+s, which

implies that T9fn(i) ^dn~
l X3 tn(t + <pn(r}} =^^(0 for {fn(0} defined by

j
r' through (3. 1). The equality (3. 1) defines fn for sufficiently large n

and so the relations Tnfn=f7l-1 consistently define a unique sequence {fn}

through (3. 1) .

Conversely let |/7l}cC(Zp)+ be such that Tnfn=fn-1. Let -c'n be

the unique tracial positive linear functional on 21 (ri)a satisfying (3. 1).

Then TV; -=/„., implies that r/|?i(^-l)CE = rL1. Hence {r/} defines

the unique tracial positive linear functional t' on 2{a such that

r'(l)=r/0(0) follows from the definition.

To prove the last assertion, let gn be a function on Zv for each

n = Q, 1, 2, ••• such that gn(j) =r(^ (n)) with et
(n} being the identity of Mn>t.

In particular g0(0) =1 and gr0(0 =0 for ^^0. Then {gj satisfies that
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If n0 is a positive integer such that Sp (a ! 21 (X) ) — Zp, then there is

5>0 such that gno^d. If gn^d, then gn^(t) =<gn(t-xjy^8. Thus

we know that gn^S for all nl>nQ

Let ifn} be a sequence satisfying the condition and /0(0) =1. Then

t) =2fM CZYgn-i) (t)

Thus we know that Ifn(t)gn(t) =/0(0) =1. Hence fn(t)<8~1 holds for

all t£=Zp and all n^>nQ. This completes the proof.

The trivial solution of Tnfn=fn,1 with /0(0) =1 is {/n— 1}> which

corresponds to the restriction of r to 2P.

Lemma 3. 9. Z/££ K be a subset of t^Zp such that

lim |<exp 2mp~1tS(m, rc)

for sufficiently large m. Then K. forms a subgroup of Zv and the

order of K is the number of extremal tracial states of 2ta. Further-

more the central decomposition of the restriction of r to 5la gives all

extremal tracial states of 2P.

Proof. For t^K, let {nf} be a subsequence of positive integers

such that

lim <exp 2nip~ltS(nl, nj) >^0 .

Then {ex.p2TCtp~ltS(n1,nj)}j forms a fundamental sequence in the mean

of order 2 and hence of order 1. This implies that K is a group.

Let tQ be a non-zero minimal element of Kd {0, 1, • • • , J £ — -1} (which

devides p) and let {%} be as above for tQ^K. Let A be the limit of

exp 2nip~1tQS(n1, n^) in the mean of order 2. Then /1Q=1 with q=ptQ~1,

the order of K. Hence we have a random variable Sni taking values

in Zq identified with {0,1, • • • , q — 1} such that exp 2niq~1Sni=L Let p

be the quotient map from Zp onto Zq. Then p(S(nl9nj)) converges to

5ni. For any non-negative function /^O of C(Zg) letfn^C(Zp) be such

that
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(3.2) /n(0=</(|0(0+P(5(»,ni-l))+5ni)> if n^-1,

if * = »!,

> if »>«! + ! .

Then we can show that Tnfn=fn-1. For example when TZ^TZj-fl , (Tnfn)(t)

= (f(p(t) -\-p(xn-^) — p(S(nl9 ?i — 1)) +5ni)> due to the independence of

p(.rn-i) with Sni — p(S(?2lyn — 1)). As /^O, A^O. Thus by Lemma

3. 8 we obtain a tracial positive linear functional Tf corresponding to /.

The transformation 5 on C(Zg) defined by (S/) (*)=</(* + Sni)> is

not degenerate since <exp 27tiq~~1tSniy=^Q for any t^Zq. Thus, since/

eC(Zq) f — >r7 is affine, we have an injective linear mapping from C(Zq)

into the space of all continuous self-adjoint tracial functionals of 31%

which is order-preserving.

Let r' be a tracial state of 21 a and let {fn} be the corresponding

sequence in C(ZP) as in Lemma 3. 8. Since {/„} is uniformly bounded,

we have a subsequence {ra/} of {%} such that fmj(t) converges, say to

f (f) , for each t<E:Zp. Let wz(^) be a subsequence of {mj} such that

S(wi,m(k)) converges in distribution, say to Sm' . Then f m ( f ) =(f (t

-\-Sm')y follows from the property Tnfn=fn-1 and the independence of

{xn} . Since Sm' -\-q and Sm' have the same distribution due to the fact

that <exp 2mp~1tSm'y = Q for t&K, we know that fm=fm°p. Then we can

show that {/n} is obtained as in (3.2) wiihf=f'\K. This implies that

the space of all continuous self-adjoint tracial functionals of 2la is order-

isomorphic to C(Zq).

Let ds be a function on Zq such that 5S(^) =0 for t^s and 8s(s) =1

and let /s = r5s/(f?s)0(0). Let rs be the tracial state corresponding to fs.

Then rs are extremal tracial states of 31 a and the following equality

holds :

(3.3) r= I] (<?,)„ (0)r.
St^Tq

since ^((?s)0(0) f/s)n(^) =1 for any ^eZa and /?. The decomposition

(3. 3) of r is the central decomposition of r. Q.E.D.

Now we state our main result in this section:
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Theorem 3. 10. Let (21 = ®^, a = (g)a:n) and (A/=7Tr(2l)",a)

be as above. Then the following statements are equivalent'.

( i ) 31 a has a unique tracial state;

(ii) r is a factor state of 2la;

(iii) r(a)=Zf

(iv) Condition 3. 2 is satisfied;

(v) For ajiy £>>0 there exist a projection e of 2la 'with r(0)>l — e,

<s UHF subalgebra 53 zc>z£/z <? a 5 identity and a sequence {en} of

projections o/55 -with r(O — *r(0) 5^/z /Aa£ <z/jy ^;e2Ia /las a sequence

.r^ GE 33 satisfying \ enxe» — jrn ]| — >0 <25 ;z — »oo ;

(vi) //£ (w) { ,̂,} <:<2/e Z?^ chosen so that || [^n? x] || — >0 as n—>oo for any

If F (a) =7^ZP( =Sp a), all the statements do not hold and hence are

equivalent since in this case the center of 2la is not trivial [6, Th. 2].

Hence in the following we assume P (a) — Zp.

The equivalence of (ii) with (iii) is proved in Lemma 3. 6 and the

equivalences of (i) , (ii) and (iv) are proved in Lemma 3. 9. The impli-

cation (vi) =» (v) is trivial.

Proof, (v) =^> (i) Suppose that (v) holds for some £<L Let r' be

a tracial state of 2la. For x^etyfe we have

The first term of the right hand side tends to r'(e)r(e) ~lr(x) as n-*oo

since r' (x) =Tf (e) r(e) ~lfc(x) for .re 93 by the uniqueness of a tracial

state of the UHF subalgebra 39. The second term is smaller than \\x\\

xr'(e-O HNIr'^Me)-1^-^). Thus we have r/^) =r /(^)r(e)-1

N r(x) for xe^St^e. For any x and .y of 3la we have

= r' (e) r(e) ~*

This implies that r'=r since 2la^2la is dense in §la by simplicity of 2la.

Q.E.D.
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Proof. (iv)=^(vi) If gn(t) =r(^(n)) as in the proof of Lemma

3. 8, we have

Then Condition 3.2 implies that Qn(f)~>P~1 a-s H~ >0°- Hence for any

e>0 there are n and a projection e of ?l(;?) such that r (?)>! — £ and

r(^ t
(n)) =P~lr(e) for all /eZp. Set g/ (0 =r(^ (m)) for w^//. Then

T'm^iQm =y'm+i and hence 0TO' ( ' ) is constant for all m^n. Thus the AF

algebra ?2tQ<? is defined by the increasing sequence

of the finite dimensional algebras where the direct summands of each

e^[(m)ae are of the same type with each other.

Now we complete the proof by applying the following lemma to

the system

Lemma 3. II. Let (21, ct) be as above and suppose that Mlit

are isomorphic with each other and that Condition 3.2 is

satisfied. Then the statement (vi) in Theorem 3. 10 holds 'with e — \.

Proof. As we have remarked above the lemma, the direct summands

of 21(7?)" are of the same type with each other, say of type Ja(n). Now

we shall construct a subsequence ?ik. of positive integers with 7il = 1, an

increasing sequence of subfactors 33*. of type Iq(nk} of 21 (??*.) a and a se-

quence of projections ek(k^>2) of 33* such that r(ek)^>I—-k~1 and ekx

= xek^^k for any j:e2t(^-i)a. If this is done, the UHF subalgebra

^8 = US3fc and the projections {ek} satisfy the condition in (vi) of the

theorem.

Let 33i be any full q(?ii) Xg^/j) matrix subalgebra in 2l(??i)a. Sup-

pose that we have {?ik}, {33*} and {ek} satisfying the above conditions

for *<[;;/. Let h^ (s) = r(^ (n-V f
( I )) for E>*m. Then T^Ji^ =h\^ and

so

Hence there is an l=nm+1 such that for all 5j and 52,
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Since e/""' and es
m all belong to 2l(/)aD58m ' whose direct summands

are of the same type with each other, we have a projection <?t., in 31(0"

n35m' such that e,.(^e,<"-), r(«t
(""') -*,.«)</»''(»» + 1)'1 and r(«,,««.(1))

are independent of s. Let em+i=2tei,t and ^et 5Sn + i be a type Jg(?) sub-

factor (with 1) of 3t(Qa containing e,, ,(£EEZp) and §BM. Since 3l(>m)a

is generated by 33m and {^("m)} we have em + l^l(^m)aem^1c:^8m^1 and by

definition we have em^ l e (3l(?7 TO) a) '. Thus we have constructed //m^,

SSm-ri and £m+1 satisfying the conditions. This completes the proof by

induction.

Remark 3. 12 Let g be a positive integer such that q devides p.

Then there is an example (31, OL) where 3Xff is simple and has q extremal

tracial states. Let 3ln be a type Int factor and let an be the automorphism

of 2lft implemented by e^p{2mp~1en} where en is a one-dimensional projec-

tion of 31^ if n is odd and en is a # times ^2/2-dimensional projection

of 3ln if n is even. We consider the system (31 = (X)3lrej a = (^)an) .

Since P(S(m,m + 2p)=t)'>Q for all £<EZP and m, we have F(a)=Zp

and hence 31" is simple [6]. For any £eZp,

|<exp 2nip-1tS(m, ») > | = II 1 1+ (2* + 1) ~2 (exp 2^'^ - 1) I
wi^2fc-t-l^n

X II 2~1!l + exp27T^~1g^|.
OT^Sfc^Tl

This implies that lim!<exp 2nip~ltS(m9n)^\^ if and only if t^(p/q)Zp.
n

Thus by Lemma 3. 9 we have the assertion.

§ 4. The Condition for 2Ia to Be UHF

Keep the definitions and notations in section 3. For t^Zp let

9la({*}) be the set of x^3t with a(x) =e*p{2mp~1t}x and let <U be

the unitary group of 31.

Lemma 4. 1. The following statements are equivalent'.

(i) 3l*({i})nq^0,
(ii) 3la({l» na(») nqZ^0 /or sufficiently large n,

(iii) 31 contains an a-invariant type Ip factor M such that Ma is
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abelian,

(iv) For sufficiently large n, 21 (n) contains an a-invariant type Ip

factor M such that 51 (n) HM7c3la and Ma is abelian,

(v) P(S(Oyn) =t) =p~1 for any t^.Zp for sufficiently large n.

Proof, (iv) <^> (v) and (iv) ==» (iii) =3> (i) are obvious, (i) =^> (ii) follows

from the fact that UnO^CW) H 31 (tf) 0 U) is dense in 3lflr({l» H^U.

Suppose that (ii) holds. Let u be a unitary in ?{*({!}) fl 31 (w), £ a

minimal projection of the center of 3t(w)a and Af the algebra generated

by ekil=ukeu*l(k,l=l,'"ip). Since e fc i? forms matrix units for JW and

M contains the center of 31(7?)*, it is easy to see that M satisfies the

condition in (iv) . O.E.D.

Proposition 4. 2, If one of the conditions in Lemma 4. 1 is

satisfied, then e — \ is possible in the statements (v) and (vi) in

Theorem 3. 10.

Proof. This is easily seen from the proof (iv) =» (vi) of Theorem

3. 10 and from Lemma 4. l(v).

Lemma 4. 3* The folio-wing statements are equivalent:

(i) 3Ia({l|) Pi U contains a central sequence ;

(ii) There exists a subsequence nk of positive integers such that

(iii) 91 contains a central sequence Mk of a-invariant type Ip factors

such that Mk
a are abelian ;

(iv) There exists a subsequence n]( of positive integers such that

3l(fljt+i) ^3 t (w f c ) 7 contains an a-invariant type Ip factor M with abeli-

an Ma satisfying 9( (//, , ,) H 3( (;?A.) ' 0 Af c 9(a .

(v) There exists a subsequence 77,, of positive integers such that

. ,»A . ( 1 - l ) -=/) "--/>^! for any t<=Zp and k~=l, 2, ••• .

Proof. (iv) <F? (v) and (iv) =» (iii) =^> (i) are obvious (where { Mk} is

called a central sequence if || [.rfc, y] || converges to zero as £— »oo for

any bounded sequence xk^Mk and any ye 21). Suppose (i) and let uk
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be a central sequence of unitaries of 21" ({!}). Then for any £^>0 and

n there is a k such that \\uk — x1\\<^s/2 holds for some xl e 21 D 21 (ii)'.

Further there is an m^>n such that \\uk — x2\\<^£ for some xz^^H(m)

n3l(rc)'. This implies that there is an ^3e 5l(w) fl2l (w)' 0 SIa({l»

with ||^fc — ̂ 31| <C£- If £ is sufficiently small, the partial isometry obtained

from the polar decomposition of xs is a unitary in 51" ({!}). Thus we

have (i) ==> (ii). The proof (ii) =» (iv) is the same as that in Lemma

4.1. Q.E.D.

Now we recall (21ps ap) defined in section 1.

Theorem 4. 4« Let (^15 ZP9 a) be as above. Then the following

statements are equivalent:

(i ) 51" is isomorphic to 31 ;

(ii) 51" is a UHF algebra ;

(iii) (21, a) is isomorphic to ($io®yip, ctgxXp) -where c is the trivial

automorphism of a UHF algebra 210 ;

(iv) One of the conditions in Lemma 4. 3 is satisfied.

Proof. (i) =» (ii) is obvious. Suppose (ii). Then by Lemma 2. 6

of [1] there are an increasing sequence 53(??) of type I subfactors of 51*

and a subsequence mn of positive integers such that 5P=::U 3300 and

9l(77) f l rcSB(w) C?f(wB)a , tf = l, 2, • • • . Hence the proportionality P(5(/?,

??2n — ]) =s — t) of the multiplicity of Mn,t embedded in Mmn,s as s varies,

is independent of t^Zp. This implies that P(S(n,mn — V)=t}^p~1 for

any t^Zp. Thus we have (ii)=^(iv). If (iv) holds, we have (iii) by

using Lemma 4. 3 (iv). Thus we have only to show that ^ip
ap is

isomorphic to 5(p.

For the system (5lp, a'p) we construct an increasing sequence 33(??)

of type Ipn subfactors such that 51 (?Oac3K;?) C 5( (;?-f 1)re. Let SB be

a subfactor of type I^-i of 31 (w) and let ^ (n), t^Zp, be a set of distinct

minimal projections of the center of 5l(?Ja)- Then 510?)" is generated

by §8 and {et
(n\ t^Zp} and ^(n)ef

(nTl) is a minimal projection of 3l(/z-j-l)a

fl 33' for any t and s in Zp. Hence there exists a subfactor 35i (of type

7P) of 51(^ + 1)033' such that ^iB^, ^Zp. Let §B(») be the
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algebra generated by 33 and 33^ Then 2t O) a C 33 O) C 21(^ + 1) a and

SB(w) is a type Ipn factor. Thus )j9$(n) =U2l(»)a = 2la which completes

the proof.

Rema?~k 4. 5. There is an example (31, a) where 2la is not a UHF

algebra but has a unique tracial state.

Let 21,, be a type Jp+1 factor and let an be the automorphism of 3In

implemented by exp{2nip~1£1
p+1kek} where {<?*•} ip+1 is a family of orthog-

onal projections of 3t«. We consider the system (21 — (X)3ln, ^^(X)^).

Then (31, a') satisfies Condition 3. 2 but 31 does not contain a UHF

subalgebra of type (pn). By Theorems 3. 10 and 4. 4 this proves our

assertion.
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